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UNDERGROUND UTILITY LOCATING

WORK AGREEMENT
Site Layout Inc. takes advantage of electromagnetic inductive equipment to locate buried utility lines. The
transmitter emits a magnetic field which wraps around metallic conductors, such as copper, steel, and
aluminum. The receiver is tuned to the same oscillation frequency of the magnetic field and can trace the
position of the field while it travels underground along the conductor’s path. Electromagnetism can only
find utility lines that have conductive properties. Plastic pipe or concrete ducts will need a tracer wire or
an access point for a metal snake to be inserted. We do not currently have a Ground Penetrating Radar
(GPR) at this time.
The nature insularity of the earth in which utility lines are buried creates a side effect of diffusion for the
magnetic field. This is called the “bleed off” effect. Adjacent utility lines to the conductor in which the
transmitter is actively connected can still give signals to the receiver. This includes utilities that are
underground, abandoned, cut, corroded, broken, or even simply close by. Sometimes even ferrous rock or
soil rich in minerals and limestone can cause distortion to the magnetic field as it travels in the ground,
including depth readings.
The possible distortion caused by these difficulties requires the signals on the receiver to be interpreted by
the user. This includes centerline readings which display the location of the underground utility and also
depth readings which read out the subterranean distance of the conductor.
Due to the nature of this interpretation, all work and marks put down by Site Layout Inc are to be
considered a professional opinion only and will not be legally binding. Because of the tribulations of
these phenomena, neither Site Layout Inc itself, its owners, employees, affiliates, contractors, subcontractors, nor associates will be held legally responsible for location work and utility marking
designated on the ground.
Site Layout Inc can only begin work if the client agrees to these terms. By signing below, you agree to
this understanding and authorize utility location work to begin.
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